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Inside the Upcoming Edition of VOLTA
Basel With Kamiar Maleki
Collectors' Tip, Art Fairs, Interviews

September 21, 2021

This September, VOLTA Basel returns for its 16th edition to reaffirm
the fair's strong position. Taking place during Art Basel Week, VOLTA
Basel

Elena Martinique

2021

will

once

again

provide

a

space

for

discovery, continuously evolving and reinventing its shape. Founded
in 2005 as a collaboration between dealers and friends, the fair has
grown into one of the must-see events of the season.
This year, the fair will host 69 galleries at its venue, coming from five
continents and 50 cities. One-third of the exhibitors will focus on
solo and two-artist exhibitions, bringing in dialog artists and their
works across the venue and particular booths. This edition will be a
true center for grassroots collectors and a place where visitors can
explore various perspectives from different regions.
We had a chat with Fair Director Kamiar Maleki to find our more
about the upcoming edition of the fair. In an exclusive Widewalls
interview, Maleki talks about the return of the fair, challenges of
organizing it amidst the global pandemic, this year's exhibitors,
collecting and much more.

Ruprecht von Kaufmann - Rude Awakening, 2019, Oil on linoleum on wood, 122.5 x 153 cm. Presented by Galerie Thomas Fuchs
(Stuttgart)

VOLTA Basel 2021
Widewalls: You have been guiding VOLTA since 2019. Can you
tell us something about the challenges of organizing a fair
amidst the global pandemic?
Kamiar Maleki: It has been a fun yet incredibly challenging time to
run this fair. A fair that has a 15 year proud history of being one of the
best satellite fairs. We used this time to sit back and to really look at
what VOLTA is about. We went to its DNA and from there we tried to
see where we want to be in the next 15 years.
We want this fair to be a global fair, but also one that cares about its
local collectors. VOLTA is about discovery, connecting and collecting.
Showing art not just from the region but all across the globe and
making it accessible for residents of the cities we are exhibiting in. It
has been previously considered a painters fair but we want to
showcase exciting and new art. We will be one of the first
international fairs to showcase NFT’s in a gallery format. MeetFrida
Art from Hamburg and Fiumano Clase from London include NFTs for
their presentation at VOLTA. NFTs ensure digital originality as a unit of
data stored on a digital ledger, that certifies a digital asset to be
unique. We aim to make art more accessible by offering the art
experience to a new audience. While most fairs went online we felt
that doing this will pave the way for a bright and exciting future. And
we also added a fair to our agenda by launching VOLTA Miami.

Widewalls: VOLTA Basel returns this year with a strong
edition, bringing 70 galleries from across five continents and
50 cities. What can you tell us about this year’s exhibitors?
Are there some highlights you would like to mention?
KM: What I love about this edition is that we are brining back a strong
list of old exhibitors and some that have never been to a VOLTA art
fair before. New regions for us include Denmark and Iran. We are
including the very first NFT’s in our fair with galleries from Germany
and England. As you see we are excited to be back and ready to be a
relevant fair about discovery and opportunity.
One-third of the participating galleries have decided to showcase
solo or two artists in a dialogue presentation. What do you think are
the advantages of solo and duo shows in the fast-paced
environment of a fair?
While in the past, VOLTA New York opted for a single booth
presentation, we can’t force galleries to just showcase one artist.
Especially in times like these where galleries need to sell. Having two
artists booths makes it look cleaner and galleries like to have
dialogues between their artists and their works. People focus more
when less is on a wall in general but I believe that a great gallery will
bring the advantage to the fair.
However, we would like to highlight the galleries, that take the risk in
presenting a solo presentation. Among six of them are presenting
strong solo exhibitions by women artists, including: Theresa Möller,
presented by AEDAEN Gallery from Strasbourg, Sola Olulode with
ARTPOWHER Contemporary from Zurich, Albana Ejupi showing with
Lukas Feichtner Galerie from Vienna, ceramic artist Yoca Muta,
presented by GALLERY KOGURE from Tokyo, and Nina Rodin with
KARL OSKAR GALLERY from Berlin, as well as Martyna Borowiecka
with Pilipczuk Gallery, Copenhagen.

Left: Leopold Plomteux - Untitled, 1984. 270 x 205cm. Presented by Maus Contemporary (Birmingham, USA) / Right: Mafalda Figueiredo Suddenly I can’t breathe, 2018, Oil on canvas, 150 x 180 cm. Presented by Maus Contemporary (Birmingham, USA)

The Present and Future of the Fair
Widewalls: How do you think the current health crisis will
impact the art fair experience and the market in general?
KM: I think people will just be more prepared, and unfortunately this
is the new way of life that we have to operate in. Our fair will do
everything necessary to make it as easy for people to walk around as
before and enjoy the experience even more.

Widewalls: You have over 15 years of experience in collecting,
curating and managing art projects and fairs. What would be
your advice to collectors coming to VOLTA Basel, especially
the starting ones?
KM: Take your time. Enjoy the experience. At a fair like VOLTA you
have the opportunity to speak to gallery owners and artists,
something one can’t usually do at main fairs. Ask questions. Don’t be
afraid to get information. I always say if you come away from a fair
meeting one new gallery you like and discovering one new artist it is
a big success.

Widewalls: How do you see the fair grow and evolve in the
future under your guidance?
KM: We aim to be the leading satellite fair in every city that we
exhibit in. We would like to be noticed by the big museums,
collectors and fairs to be one of the best satellite fairs out there. We
want our galleries to be noticed and have the ability to graduate to
the main fairs too.
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SCOPE Art Fair 2021, Miami Beach, brings new
programming for its 20th edition including
NFT exhibit alongside its excellent selection
of contemporary art.

The leading international art fair in Barcelona,
FIABCN, returns this year with its sixth
edition, bringing the best of contemporary art
to Museu Marítim.

Moderne Art Fair 2021 opens its first edition
this October in Paris, with a selection of 60
French and international galleries and exciting
programs.
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SCOPE Art Fair 2021 Returns For Its
20th Anniversary Edition
Art Fairs

November 15, 2021

The bespoke pavilion of SCOPE Art Fair on the sands of Ocean Drive
and 8th Street opens its doors for its 20th Miami Beach edition this
December. The mission of the fair, to provide a platform for

Eli Anapur

discovery
discovery, remains unchanged. Among the novelties is The New
Contemporary Presents, an experiential multidisciplinary program
that will take place in the expanded atrium and will feature daily
programming with a combination of art and wellness events
events.
Celebrating its 20th year, SCOPE Art Fair 2021 brings an
extraordinary selection of contemporary art from 140 international
exhibitors
exhibitors, presented alongside panel discussions, museum-quality
installations, and nightlife events. The best creators in the world will
reunite again with thousands of art buyers, press, and visitors at the
premier international cultural event of the season.

Left: Swoon -Thalassa, NFT ticket © SCOPE 2021 / Right: Rashid Al Khalifa - Mobile Columns, Installation, 2018 © Naif Gallery, SCOPE 2021

Exhibitors at SCOPE 2021
The list of exhibitors includes the returning galleries and those
exhibiting for the first time at the fair. The contemporary and
urban art selection consists of the leading names and the
emerging young artists, who will show their new artistic experiments
in formats, materials, and digital techniques, including NFT art.
11 [HellHeaven] Art Gallery brings its selection of contemporary
avant-grade and design art that goes beyond the limit of average;
Beacon Gallery arrives in Miami with works by Ibrahim Ali-Salaam,
Sima Schloss and Jamal Thorne; Gallery Tableau will present the
leading artists from Korea, including Geun Hwa Lee, Hyungjin Park,
Sun Tae, Hwang, and Yong Rae Kwon; neo-realist and new
expressionist art will be displayed at Khawam Gallery booth;
Modern Eden Gallery arrives from San Francisco with new works
from Sandra Yagi, Erika Sanada, and Ryan Martin; Modus Art Gallery
brings the leading street artists from its roster; photography and mix
media art will be presented by the Hamptons' The White Room
Gallery
Gallery; Vertical Gallery from Chicago shows Martin Whatson's
RE:TURN exhibition; Wolf & Nomad will feature a brand new
selection of works on paper by artist @saivargas and beautiful
painted works by Mariel LeBrija; Voss Gallery brings vibrant
figurative paintings by The Tracy Piper and sculptural works in the
form of a spray can by Gale Hart; SeeMe Gallery focuses on a
theme of exposure and will showcase art that explores this topic.

The List of SCOPE 2021 Exhibitors

Venue

City

Country

Booth

11 [HellHeaven]
Art Gallery
193 GALLERY
4

Flavors

Art

LCC
Abend Gallery
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Special Programming
The New Contemporary features large-scale installations, music
performances, and panel discussions happening during the day,
including events that continue the fair's long-standing commitment
to wellness. Mornings will be reserved for healing programming and
guided meditations, while in the evenings, the destination will
transform into a premium nightlife experience showing world-class
music talents.
The Morning Wellness program
program, created in partnership with
Evolve, presents a series of integrative sessions to help the fair's
visitors achieve and maintain alignment on every level.
The environmental artist Saype has been invited to create his
monumental fresco work at the beachfront as part of The New
Contemporary projects. Recently included in Forbes 30 under 30 list
for arts and culture, Saype creates pieces that stylistically stand inbetween traditional land art and street art. He takes extra care not to
harm the environment in which he works, using only eco-friendly
paint composed of charcoal and chalk. His work for SCOPE invites us
to question our inner self and place on Earth.
A dynamic series of talks is organized in partnership with
prestigious publications and institutions and will take place in the
afternoons during the fair's duration. The already announced topics
include color as a tool for social change (December 1st, 1-2 pm),
monumental activations in the sphere of sponsorship (December 1st,
2-3 pm), we make art smart (December 2nd, 1-2 pm), and NFT
photography (December 2nd, 2-3 pm), among others.
Other events include Breeder
Breeder, an incubator for new art that
introduces new galleries to the art market (14 new galleries for the
20th edition); Curatorial Award
Award, given to a gallery exhibiting an
outstanding solo show, or a tightly curated two-person show, and
Travel Grant
Grant, for galleries traveling from overseas.

Nychos, Mural in SCOPE atrium © SCOPE 2021

SCOPE 2021 Installations and Murals
The New Contemporary projects take place throughout the
grounds of the fair, including its entrance, atrium, and the bar.
SuperchiefGalleryNFT
SuperchiefGalleryNFT, the world's first IRL NFT Gallery, will curate
daily NFT showcases on digital canvases by WHIM.
Nychos, the leading street art figure that branched out into other
forms, including fine art, illustration, sculpture, and animation, will
have his mural installed at the entrance, in collaboration with Mirus
Gallery.
ENTES (Joan Jiménez), a Peru-born street artist recognizable for the
murals he painted around the world, will transform SCOPE's
entrance pavilion into a portrait of Peru using a monumental foam
sculpture.

HOTTEA
HOTTEA's

larger-than-life,

brightly

colored

yarn

installation will be shown in the glass box entrance of the pavilion.
Other artists exhibiting in the atrium and bar include Butch Anthony,
Derek Gores, Rashid Al Khalifa, Mister E, and ThankYouX.
VIP Lounge is reserved for Derek Gores
Gores' installation. He incorporated
recycled magazines and map pieces into lush collages that balance
details with playfulness. Immersive works reveal songs, other
pictures, charts, and patterns in the small scraps they are made of,
with viewers becoming completely aware of them upon closer look.
Mister E
E, famous for his iconic colorful interpretations of the $100
bill, returns with an immersive installation in the fair's atrium, taking
the viewers on a journey to another universe.

Left: Invader - Green Rubik Phantom, Wall Sculpture 2007 © Taglialatella Galleries, SCOPE 2021 / Right: Mariel Labrija - Honey Moon, 2019 ©
Wolf and Nomad, SCOPE 2021

Yellowheart x SCOPE
For the 20th edition, SCOPE partnered with digital marketplace
YellowHeart for a diverse curation of innovative NFT minted VIP
tickets
tickets. Tickets will feature unique editioned artworks by artists that
define our cultural landscape in various disciplines, celebrating
SCOPE's New Contemporary program. These items are released on
the YellowHeart marketplace in a limited batch.
The unique set of minted tickets features works from both emerging
and established artists, including CTWF (Coloring The World
Foundation), Swoon, Saype, Relm, Nychos, Diana Sinclair, ENTES,
Logan Hicks, Kathie Olivas, and Maudy Alferink.

The Location of SCOPE Art Fair 2021
SCOPE Art Show
801 Ocean Dr, Miami Beach, FL
33139, United States
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Practical Information
SCOPE Art Fair 2021 takes place at it location at 801 Ocean Drive
Miami Beach from November 30th until December 5th, 2021
2021.
The fair opens for Platinum First View from 12 pm to 4 pm and VIP +
Press Previews from 4 pm to 8 pm on November 30th, 2021.
Public opening days are from December 1st until December 5th, from
11 am to 8 pm.
The price of the day pass is $40. Student and senior concessions
apply.
For more information, check the fair's official website.
Featured image: SCOPE 2021 Miami Beach front entrance © SCOPE 2021
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The Whitney Museum announced recently that
this year’s edition of the Whitney Biennial will
be co-curated by David Breslin and Adrienne
Edwards.

The exhibition Flor de Sol, showing three
series of works by JuanCarlos rLora, has
inaugurated ArtToSaveLives Contemporary's
new Miami location.

The famous Spanish urban artist Okuda San
Miguel has promoted for the first time his
new project Coloring the World Foundation at
the SCOPE Festival.
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